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STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAMME 

Full-time 

Part-time Y1 

Part-time Y2 

Term 3 

Dissertation 

Dissertation 

Term 1 

Core Design (CD) 

Core Theory 
(CT) 

CD/CT 

CT/CD 

Term 2 

Core Practice (CP) 

Option 

Option 

CP Dissertation 

Induction 



UNIT OVERVIEW 
30 credits = 300 hours student effort 

12 teaching weeks for each unit (except Dissertation) 
3 hours ‘contact’ each week 

2 hours pre-session activity (reading, visiting websites, collecting information etc) 
3 hours post-session activities (active reading and completing other activities) 
 
 
 

Preparation 
activities Face-to-face session Consolidation 

activities 

Assessment 

Reflective Research Blog 



PRINCIPLES OF THE MRES 

Activity-centred 
Theory and practice 
Technology integral 

Critical reflection 
Collaboration 
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CORE AND SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS 

Theory and Methods in Social Research 
Bridget Somekh, Cathy Lewin, 2011 (Sage) 

Research Methods in Education 
Louis Cohen, Lawrence Manion, Keith Morrison, 
2007 (Routledge) 

Real World Research 
Colin Robson, 2011 (Wiley) 



UNITS 

 
Core Theory 
Core Design 
Core Practice 
Option Unit 

Advanced Qualitative Methods  
Advanced Quantitative Methods  

Putting Theory to Work 
 Social Justice 

Dissertation  



CORE DESIGN – KIM ALLEN 

This unit will provide you with an understanding of the 
research design process. You will explore how … 
• to frame the issue   
• to review the literature  
• to formulate research questions and hypotheses 
• decisions made at this stage shape the research design 
• to examine a selection of common research designs and a 

wide range of research data collection approaches and 
analytical tools  

The focus of this unit is on the decision making process 
researchers need to go through, underpinned by political and 
ethical issues which need to be taken into account.   
 



CORE THEORY – RACHEL HOLMES 
 

This unit will introduce students to some of the key philosophical 
positions in Western thought that have informed existing research 
traditions. It will coalesce around a number of themes that permeate 
major philosophical approaches: 
 
• text and image, word and thing in theory and philosophy;  
• pulling the threads of Enlightenment philosophy;  
• in search of detail, conceptual structures and meaning-making;  
• rupturing ‘truth’, authority, injustice and representation;  
• living with the mess of contradiction and complexity;  
• border-crossings and philosophical mashups;  
• mixing paradigms;  
• putting theory to work;  
• and edging between politics, ethics, theory and methodology. 
 



CORE PRACTICE – NICOLA WHITTON 

This unit will provide you with the practical and analytical skills 
needed to embark upon independent and collaborative research.  
With a grounding in theory and methodology and the process of 
research design, this unit will allow you to apply it to a real world 
research context.  
Working in small groups you will: 
- generate research questions  
- decide on a methodological approach 
- select data collection and data analysis methods 
- write up 
- disseminate 
Throughout the unit, you will be expected to critically engage with the 
political and ethical implications of generating research knowledge 
and the ways in which theory informs practice as you develop 
research literacy. 
 



ASSESSMENTS 

The assessment across this programme is varied and will call upon a range of 
skills, understandings and sets of knowledges. 
 
We do not see assessment as an end product, but rather as an ongoing evolving 
process. With this in mind, each weekly session, together with collaborative 
engagements, your reflective research blog, pre- and post-session activities, will 
evoke something that will be useful and important for your assessments.  
 
The range of assessment tasks across the programme include: 
• annotated bibliography 
• student-led seminar 
• essay 
• research proposal 
• presentation 
• research report 
• critical review 
• poster  

 



ANY QUESTIONS? 
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